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Abstract—Modern Standard Arabic is the written standard
across the Arab world; but there is an increasing use of Arabic
dialects in social media, so this is appropriate as a source
of a corpus for research on classifying Arabic dialect texts
using machine learning algorithms. An important first step is
annotation of the text corpus with correct dialect tags. We
collected tweets from Twitter and comments from Facebook
and online newspapers, aiming for representative samples of five
groups of Arabic dialects: Gulf, Iraqi, Egyptian, Levantine, and
North African. Then, we explored an approach to crowdsourcing
corpus annotation. The task of annotation was developed as an
online game, where players can test their dialect classification
skills and get a score of their knowledge. This approach has so
far achieved 24K annotated documents containing 587K tokens;
16,179 tagged as a dialect and 7,821 as Modern Standard Arabic.

Index Terms—Arabic, Dialects, Corpus, Annotation, Crowd-
sourcing

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the formal written stan-

dard across the Arab world; but there is an increasing use

of Arabic dialect in a range of informal text sources. The

classification of dialects becomes an important pre-process

for other tasks, such as machine translation, dialect-to-dialect

lexicons, and information retrieval [1]. To improve the clas-

sification of Arabic dialect, we developed a new approach to

annotate Arabic dialect texts. We used two sources of social

media: tweets from Twitter [2], and comments from Facebook,

in addition to readers’ comments from online Newspaper as

a web source. The corpus contains dialectal Arabic texts

collected from Arab’s countries to cover the main Arabic

dialects which are: The Gulf Dialect (GLF), the Iraqi Dialect

(IRQ), the Levantine Dialect (LEV), the Egyptian Dialect

(EGY), and the North African (Maghrebi) Dialect (NOR).

GLF is spoken in countries around the Arabian Gulf, and

includes dialects of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab

Emirates, Bahrain, Oman and Yemen. IRQ is spoken in Iraq,

and it is a sub-dialect of GLF. LEV is spoken in countries

around the Mediterranean east coast, and covers the dialects

of Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Palestine. EGY includes the

dialects of Egypt and Sudan. Finally, NOR includes the

dialects of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya [3]–[5], as

in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Arab World Map.

Some tweets were collected based on location points and

some tweets based on seed terms which are distinguished

words that are very common in one dialect and not used in

any other dialects [2], the total number of tweets are 280K,

beside 2M comments from Facebook. In addition to 10K

comments by crawling the newspaper websites for a period

of two months. Table 1 shows the total number of words for

each source of text.

TABLE I
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS FROM EACH SOURCE OF TEXT

Source Number of Words

Twitter 6,827,733
Facebook 7,056,812

Newspaper 3,318,717

In [6] the method of the annotation was used through

the workers on Amazons Mechanical Turk. They showed 10

sentences per screen. The worker was asked to label each

sentence with two labels: the amount of dialect in the sentence,

and the type of the dialect. They collected 330K labelled



documents in about 4.5 months. But, compared to our method

they pay to the workers a reward of $0.10 per screen. The

total cost of annotation process was $2,773.20 in addition to

$277.32 for Amazons commission.

In this paper, the second section presents why annotation

process is important. The third section describes the method

used to annotate the collected dataset to build a corpus of

Arabic dialect texts. The fourth section shows how we evaluate

the annotated results. The fifth section presents the result and

the number of annotated documents. Finally, the last section

presents the conclusion and future work.

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE ANNOTATION PROCESS

We participated in the VarDial2016 workshop at COLING

2016 Discriminating Similar Languages (DSL) shared task

[7]. The shared task offered two tasks: first task worked on

identification of very similar languages in newswire texts. The

second task focused on Arabic dialect identification in speech

transcripts [8]. The Arabic dialect text used for training and

testing were developed using the QCRI Automatic Speech

Recognition (ASR) QATS system [9] to label each document

with a dialect [10]. Some evidently mislabeled documents

were found which affected the accuracy of classification; so,

to avoid this problem a new text corpus and labelling method

were created.

In the first step of labelling the corpus, we initially assumed

each tweet could be labelled based on the location that

appears in the user’s profile and the location points which

could be used to collect the tweets from Twitter. As for

the comments were collected from online newspapers, each

comment labelled based on the country where the newspaper

is published. Finally, for the comments collected from

Facebook posts, each comment labelled based on the country

of the Facebook page depended on the nationality of the

owner of the Facebook page if it is a famous public group

or person. However, through the inspection of the corpus,

we noticed some mislabeled documents, due to disagreement

between the locations of the users and their dialects. So,

must be verified that each document is labelled with the

correct dialect. Fig. 2 and 3 give an example of the confusion

between the user location and their dialect.

The user location in fig. 2 is England while the tweets are

written using Arabic language not English language. Similarly,

for Facebook comments, the Facebook page’s country based

on the nationality of the page owner is Saudi Arabia, but the

comments were not written in GLF dialect, such as the shaded

comment in the fig. 3.

III. METHOD

To annotate each document with the correct dialect, 100K

documents were randomly selected from the corpus (tweets

and comments), then created an annotation tool and hosted

this tool in a website.

In the developed annotation tool, the player annotates 15

documents (tweets and comments) per screen. Each of these

Fig. 2. Example of user location and his tweets.

Fig. 3. An example of the Facebook page’s country and the user’s comment.

documents is labelled with four labels, so the player must read

the document and make four judgments about this document.

The first judgment is the level of dialectal content in the

document. The second judgment is the type of dialect if

the document not MSA. The third judgment is the reason

which makes the player to select this dialect. Finally, the

forth judgment if the reason selected in the third judgment is

dialectal terms; then in the fourth judgment the player needs

to write the dialectal words found in the document.

The following list shows the options under each judgment to

let the player choose one of them.

• The level of dialectal content

– MSA (for document written in MSA)

– Little bit of dialect (for document written in MSA

but it contains some words of dialect)

– Mix of MSA and dialect (for document written in

MSA and dialect (code switch))

– Dialect (for document written in dialect)

• The type of dialect if the document written in dialect

– Egyptian

– Gulf

– Iraqi

– Levantine

– North Africa



– Not Sure

• The reason that make this document dialectal

– Sentence Structure

– Dialectal Terms

• The words which identify the dialect (we need to use

these word as a dictionary for each dialect)

To annotate the collected data, an interface was built as a

web page to display a group of Arabic documents randomly

selected from the dataset. Fig. 4 shows the interface of the

Annotation Tool in the website http://www.alshutayri.com/

index.jsp.

Each page displays 15 documents randomly selected from

the dataset. As shown in fig. 5, the first label indicates

the amount of dialectal content in the document to decide

whether the document is MSA or contains dialectal content.

If the document is MSA the other labels will be inactive,

and the player needs to move to the next document. But, if

the document is not MSA, then all labels are required. The

second label specifies the document dialect if it is one of

the five dialects (EGY, GLF, LEV, IRQ, and NOR), or Not

Sure if the document written using dialect but difficult to

decide which dialect. The third and fourth labels to explain

the causes to choose the selected dialect: for example, the

sentence structure if the words in the document are all MSA

words, but the structure of the sentence is not based on the

MSA grammar rules, and/or the dialectal terms which are

famous words help to identify the dialect. In fact, there is no

agreed standard for writing Arabic dialects because MSA is

the formal standard form of written Arabic [11]; therefore,

some documents apparently contain only MSA vocabulary

but are annotated as dialect based on non-standard sentence

structure.

Before submitting the annotated documents, the mother

dialect must be chosen. This may help to decide which

annotated document must be accepted if one document has dif-

ferent annotations. Fig. 5 shows an example of one annotated

document. Finally, by submitting the annotated documents the

score will be shown in the screen by comparing the labelled

documents with our pre-labelled sample as shown in fig. 6.

As a control to be sure that the player reads the document

before selecting the options, three MSA documents collected

from a newspaper articles [12], were mixed with 12 documents

selected from the dataset; so these three MSA documents

used as a control because they must be labelled as MSA, so,

if the player labels all the three MSA documents as a dialect

then the player’s submitted documents are not counted in

the annotated corpus. Furthermore, to verify the annotation

process, each document is redundantly being annotated three

times.

Fig. 4. The annotation interface.

Fig. 5. Example of the annotated document.

Fig. 6. Example of the player’s score.

IV. EVALUATION

To ensure that each document got a correct label, every

document was annotated by three players besides the gold

standard, which is an initial label that have been used to label

each document based on the source of comments and tweets

as mentioned in section 2. In addition to the mother dialect for

each player which help to decide which label must be counted

as a correct label if the players gave different labels for one

document. The result of annotated documents was evaluated

in two cases:

• Agreement between annotators: All the players label one

document with same label as in fig. 7 and 8. The agreed

label considered as a correct label even if the agreed label

is different from the original label because as mentioned

in section 2 the initial label sometimes is not correct.

• Disagreement between annotators: Some of the players

label the document with different label of the other

players as in fig. 9. In this case the mother dialect could



help to decide which label must be accepted as a correct

label for this document.

Fig. 7. Example 1 of the agreement between annotator.

Fig. 8. Example 2 of the agreement between annotator.

Fig. 9. Example of the disagreement between annotator.

To evaluate the quality of the annotation, the inter-annotator

agreement was calculated using Fleiss Kappa [13] to calculate

the annotator agreement for more than two annotators. The re-

sult equal to 0.787 around 79% which is substantial agreement

according to [14].

V. RESULT

The result of the annotation tool is a set of documents

which are labelled with four labels: the first label is the dialect

level, which is an option from three choices: little of dialect,

Mix of MSA and dialect, or Dialect. The second label is the

specific dialect which is one of the five dialects: GLF, EGY,

LEV, IRQ, or NOR. The third label shows the reasons that

help to identify the document’s dialect. The last label shows

the dialectal words which help to identify the document’s

dialect. Fig. 10 shows the result of one annotated document

in the corpus.

We launched the website via Twitter and WhatsApp at the

beginning of August 2017. At the time of paper submission,

we have been running the annotation website for around

four months, and we have accumulated 24,000 annotated

documents with total numbers of words equal to 586,952. The

distribution of dialects of the annotated corpus shown in fig.

11, where GLF dialect consist of 5K documents, EGY dialect

4K documents, NOR dialect 2K documents, LEV dialect 3K,

and IRQ dialect 2K documents. The number of users (players)

equal to 1,575 from different countries around the world,

fig. 12 shows the distributions of users on the days. For

our immediate research on Arabic dialects classification the

annotated documents which we have already collected could

be sufficient, but we decided to continue with this experiment

to collect a large annotated Arabic dialect text corpus and let

the corpus be available for other research by the end of 2018.

Fig. 10. Result of the annotated document.

Fig. 11. The distribution of labels (dialects) of the annotated corpus.

Fig. 12. The distribution of the number of users during days.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a new approach to annotate the

dataset were collected from Twitter, Facebook, and Online

Newspaper for the five main Arabic dialects: Gulf, Iraqi, Egyp-

tian, Levantine and North African. The annotation website

was created as an online game to gather more users who

talk different Arabic dialects and free to pay in comparing

with other crowdsourcing websites. This experiment is a

new approach help to annotate the sufficient dataset for text

researches in Arabic dialect classification. The number of users



has decreased now in comparison with the beginning because

we need to redistribute the website widely. In future work,

we could modify the interface to be more attractive and easy

to explore. In addition, we could make this annotation game

as an application can be downloaded in the smart phones and

tablets.
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